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elivered in August 2013, Columbus is starting her
second charter season. She is beautifully decorated
and provides a different interior combination,
with a lower deck having the crew members to fore and
therefore allowing for larger space for the guests to enjoy
the yacht.
This four cabin motor yacht includes besides the spacious
full beam master cabin, two VIP guest cabins and another
guest cabin. Each cabin has its own en suite head. From
the spacious salon with very large windows you have a
fantastic view over the sea. The galley has been placed
directly forward of the raised helm in a practical ‘U’-shape.
Between the galley is a bar counter where two or three
people can sit on stools and chat with the chef, or have a
snack. From the galley you can enter the two crew cabins
at the bow. For night running the galley can be closed, as
can be the dinette. At the fly bridge there is a large dining
area with a U-shaped table, a grill area with fridge and a
bar with 2 stools. In the back of the fly bridge, there is the
big tender. There is also a large sundeck towards the stern.
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TENDER & TOYS
- Tender 3.30m Williams with inboard turbo jet
- 2 Seabobs
- Water Ski for adults
- Floating bed
- Snorkeling equipment
- Donuts
- 2 Inflatable Paddle boards
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SPECIFICATIONS
Length .............................................. 24.71 m.
Beam ................................................. 6.28 m.
Draft .................................................. 1.88 m.
Year of build...................................... 2013
Builder ............................................... Ferretti Yachts
Model ................................................ 800 HT
Fuel consumption.............................. 600 Litres/Hr
Maximum speed ............................... 2 knots
Cruising speed ................................... 28 knots
Cruising Area ...................................... Mediterranean
Based.................................................. SOF
Guests (cruising) ................................ 11
Guests (sleeping)................................ 8
Cabins ................................................. 3 Double & 1 Twin with
superposed beds
Crew members ................................... 4

